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Abstract 
Data Fusion is an analytical technique of combining huge quantity of data coming from different independent 
subsystems where the complete data set may not be available with each subsystem and that can be applied for the 
security of various applications. In this paper, we analyzed different data fusion filter architectures available in the 
literature and compared the Transmission Cost with our Multi-level Federated architecture to improve the filtration of 
each signaling sensor for a reference sensor (RS) within its fusion domain. It is done by sending the individual sensor 
data through multiple levels of local filters (LF) each time sensor carries the data for fusion. This process reduces 
both Rate of Data Loss and eases the load on Master Fusion Filter (MFF). 
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1. Introduction 
   Irrespective of the application, data fusion is a procedure used for integrating different sources of data 
which may be conflicting, into one unique decision. In the area of sensors, data fusion has much 
achievement in which an individual sensor may give an erroneous reading but being pooled or fused with 
multiple others, the consequence of the general sensing operation is much more likely to be perfect and 
exact. Methods to merge or fuse data are drawn from a various set of more conventional disciplines 
including: artificial intelligence, digital signal processing, statistical estimation, control theory and 
standard numerical methods. 
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Here, we propose new data fusion architecture for structural and analytical investigation of data fusion 
methodologies in the design, development and simulation of fault-tolerant navigation system based on 
data fusion network architectures. 
2. Related work 
European workgroup FUSION, worked on fusion in several ¿elds from 1996 to1999 [1]. The 
discussions within the GDR-PRCISIS [2] workgroup on information fusion, encompassing on the 
diversity of fusion problems encountered in signal and image processing encouraged the FUSION group 
to device the architectural specifications. 
Data fusion is a methodology which combines the data from different sensors sources to cooperate 
each other to take the total effect in higher level than the independent sum of effects. The MultiSensor 
Data Fusion (MSDF) was first coined for military applications including battlefield surveillance, 
automatic multi-target tracking and recognition [3][4] and then are applied to civil industries [5][6][7] 
including guidance and control of autonomous vehicles and robotic systems. MSDF is also applied to 
estimation and identification theory, control engineering, statistics and decision theory, signal processing 
and pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and knowledge engineering. The Kalman filter was 
developed for applications in aircraft navigation, control and guidance since the 1970s. After that, various 
filter architectures and filtering algorithms based on Kalman were proposed for different data fusion 
methods to fuse multiple navigation sensor data to achieve the desired performance. The filter 
architectures can be broadly classified as: Centralised, Cascaded, Federated and Distributed. 
2.1 Centralised Filter Architecture 
The Centralised Filter architecture, measures the data from all navigation sensors and are processed in 
a central data fusion filter to obtain the accurate estimates of the navigation states. [8][9][10] 
2.2   Cascaded Filter Architecture 
In Cascaded Filter architecture (Fig 2), the output of one filter is used as input to a subsequent filter. 
The filter outputs include the estimates of the system states and their error covariance. [11][12][13][14] 
2.3   Federated Filter Architecture 
The Federated Filter architecture (Fig 3) is a two-stage filtering architecture. Here all parallel local 
filters combine their own sensor system with a common reference system for data propagation with 
estimation of the local system states. [15][16] 
2.4   Distributed Filter Architecture 
The Distributed Filter architecture (Fig 4) is not based on any standard model. In perspective of 
information use, there are two main data fusion approaches to the design of distributed filters - 
Measurement Fusion and State Fusion. [17][18] 
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3. MLFFA Architecture 
Our proposed Multi-level Federated Local filter scheme [19][20] (Fig 1) having adjacent and different 
levels can ease out the burden from MFF. Moreover, it has a direct communication with the reference 
filter to compare the fused data. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. MLFFA Architecture 
 
Using the Dynamic Transformation Model, we deduced the mathematical model of the architecture to 
calculate transmission cost for the data fusion. The model calculates the amount of data flowing out of a 
local filter level to be inversely proportional to the data density within the domain and the length of the 
domain boundary. 
 
Let N be the total no. of LF. 
Pn = Perimeter of each LF. 
Pm = Perimeter of MFF. 
S = Scale factor stability 
A = Alignment 
NR = Random noise 
H = Bias uncertainty 
Pn = N ) 
Rn = Crossing rate of different LF levels 
= Data fusion density per LF 
v=Average velocity of the light 
Rn =  Pn/ʌ) 
F= Flattening of the LF surface 
So Rn =  Pn/ʌ)/F 
Adding scaling factor we get, 
Rn =  Pn/ʌ)/F 
If we consider random noise the formulation will be 
Rn =  Pn/ʌ)/F + N* NR 
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Adding the alignment consideration, we get 
Rn =  Pn/ʌ)/F + N* NR ]                                                                                                                (1) 
Taking the bias uncertainty into count we have 
Rn =  Pn/ʌ)/F + N* NR ]                                                                                                         (2) 
So the general n-level LF transmission time for the single MFF domain will be 
 LFT =  Pn/ʌ)/F + N* NR ]                                                                                                              (3)    
If we consider the transmission cost as C for each level, then the general n-level LF transmission cost for 
the single MFF domain will be 
LFTC      = C*LFT                                                                                                                                       (4) 
4.   Performance Analysis 
 The standard parameter values are taken from the literature [21]. We found that our formulation yields 
better result than that of Centralised, Cascaded, Federated and Distributed Filter architectures. 
Table 1. Standard Parameter Values 
Parameters  Values 
Bias Uncertainty (o/h)   10 - 40 
Scale Factor Stability (ppm)  100 - 500 
Alignment (arcs)  200 
Random Noise   1 - 5 
Flattening (f)  1/298.257223563 
 
 
Considering the number of LF levels as 1, our formulation yields 377, 334, 319, 328 and 307 ms 
respectively for Centralised, Cascaded, Federated, Distributed and for the proposed Multi-level Federated 
filter architectures.  
Considering the number of LF levels as 2, our formulation for data retrieval time yields 449, 389, 343, 
347 and 332 ms respectively for Centralised, Cascaded, Federated, Distributed and for the Multi-level 
Federated filter architectures.  
      Here follows the pictorial representation of our simulation result using the MATLAB software: 
 
       
Fig. 2. Comparison of LF Transmission Cost 
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5. Conclusion  
Through this paper, we tried to propose and analyse a new method of data retrieval systems based on 
Federated Data Fusion techniques. We compared the efficacy of our new Multi-level Federated scheme in 
respect of transmission cost with other four methods as Centralised, Cascaded, Federated and Distributed. 
We established that our new concept produces better retrieval systems. The simulation result shows an 
elevated level of significant steadiness. Our techniques are strong and surprisingly of good quality in 
terms of transmission cost. The realistic inferences of our retrieval systems have a broad range. 
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